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A neural signature encoding decisions under perceptual ambiguity 23 
Abstract 24 
People often make perceptual decisions with ambiguous information, but it remains unclear 25 
whether the brain has a common neural substrate that encodes various forms of perceptual 26 
ambiguity. Here we used three types of perceptually ambiguous stimuli as well as task 27 
instructions to examine the neural basis for both stimulus-driven and task-driven perceptual 28 
ambiguity. We identified a neural signature, the late positive potential (LPP), that encoded a 29 
general form of stimulus-driven perceptual ambiguity. In addition to stimulus-driven ambiguity, 30 
the LPP was also modulated by ambiguity in task instructions. To further specify the functional 31 
role of the LPP and elucidate the relationship between stimulus ambiguity, behavioral response, 32 
and the LPP, we employed regression models and found that the LPP was specifically associated 33 
with response latency and confidence rating, suggesting that the LPP encoded decisions under 34 
perceptual ambiguity. Lastly, direct behavioral ratings of stimulus and task ambiguity confirmed 35 
our neurophysiological findings, which could not be attributed to differences in eye movements 36 
either. Together, our findings argue for a common neural signature that encodes decisions under 37 
perceptual ambiguity, but is subject to the modulation of task ambiguity. Our results represent an 38 
essential first step towards a complete neural understanding of human perceptual decision 39 
making. 40 
 41 
Keywords: Late Positive Potential, Ambiguity, Stimulus-driven, Task-driven, Decision42 
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Significance Statement 43 
Humans have a dedicated neural system to make decisions in ambiguous situations. 44 
Neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies have revealed brain regions and neural signatures 45 
in coding perceptual ambiguity, but it remains unknown whether there exists a common neural 46 
substrate that encodes various forms of perceptual ambiguity. Here we revealed a common 47 
neural signature, the LPP, that encoded decisions under perceptual ambiguity. Using task 48 
instructions with different levels of ambiguity, we further showed that this neural signature was 49 
modulated by task ambiguity. Our findings highlight a common neural substrate underlying 50 
perceptual decision making under ambiguity. 51 

 52 
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Introduction 53 
Assessing decision ambiguity is critical for decision making. While many studies have focused 54 
on value-based decisions in the face of risk (uncertainty with known probabilities) and ambiguity 55 
(uncertainty with unknown probabilities due to missing information) and revealed a distributed 56 
network of brain areas in value-based decision making under risk and ambiguity (Hsu et al., 57 
2005, Krain et al., 2006), we often encounter perceptual decisions when the mapping of stimulus 58 
category to choice was ambiguous. In the perceptual domain, interpreting ambiguous stimuli 59 
engages brain areas including bilateral inferior frontal regions (Sterzer and Kleinschmidt, 2007). 60 
In particular, one highly salient stimulus category encountered in everyday life that features 61 
pronounced ambiguity are facial expressions of emotions, which are frequently confused with 62 
one another (Young et al., 1997). Ambiguous emotional faces relative to unambiguous emotional 63 
faces activate cingulate cortices (Simmons et al., 2006), and single neurons in the human 64 
amygdala signal levels of emotion ambiguity (Wang et al., 2017). However, it remains unknown 65 
whether various forms of perceptual ambiguity share the same neural substrate and whether the 66 
coding of perceptual ambiguity is further modulated by top-down signals. 67 
Previous literature has focused on a scalp-evoked late positive potential (LPP, beginning about 68 
400ms after stimulus onset) that is associated with evaluation of ambiguous information. The 69 
LPP is sensitive to stimulus uncertainty (Sutton et al., 1965), and differentiates ambiguous facial 70 
expressions (Calvo et al., 2013) and racially ambiguous faces (Willadsen-Jensen and Ito, 2006). 71 
Earlier notions that the LPP might be specialized in processing affective pictures (Cuthbert et al., 72 
2000, Schupp et al., 2000, Leite et al., 2012) have been supplemented by accounts that the LPP 73 
has diverse functions in social and economic evaluation: the LPP is not only involved in 74 
evaluating socially relevant concepts (Cunningham et al., 2005) and modulated by social 75 
comparisons (Wu et al., 2012), it is also associated with evaluation of good vs. bad behavior in 76 
moral judgments (Yoder and Decety, 2014) and encodes positive vs. negative outcomes in 77 
economic decision making (Hajcak et al., 2005). In addition, a recent line of research show that 78 
the LPP plays a key role in forming decisions: the LPP is not only associated with accumulating 79 
sensory information, but also plays an important role in determining choices (O'Connell et al., 80 
2012, Kelly and O'Connell, 2013, Murphy et al., 2015). In a recent study, we have shown that 81 
the LPP differentiates levels of ambiguity, and is specifically associated with behavioral 82 
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decisions about choices that are ambiguous, rather than mere passive perception of ambiguous 83 
stimuli (Sun et al., 2017). It is worth noting that in the field of perceptual and cognitive 84 
neuroscience different terms have been used to describe this ERP component (e.g., P300, centro-85 
parietal positive potential (CPP), and late positive deflection (LPD)), and the manipulation of 86 
attentional locus and stimulus-reward association drives this component (Hillyard et al., 1998, 87 
Mangun and Buck, 1998, Cravo et al., 2013, Itthipuripat et al., 2015), consistent with its role in 88 
coding stimulus ambiguity and task uncertainty. 89 
Given the LPP’s diverse roles in coding faces, emotion, uncertainty, decisions, and combinations 90 
of these perceptual attributes, in this study, we propose that the LPP is a general neural signature 91 
of perceptual ambiguity, rather than a specific signature of emotional or affective responses. To 92 
test this hypothesis, we employed a range of experiments and investigated how stimulus-driven 93 
and task-driven factors modulate the LPP. Importantly, to investigate whether the LPP is a 94 
common neural substrate for various forms of perceptual ambiguity, we used either the same task 95 
or the same stimuli so that our results were comparable across experiments. First, using faces 96 
along two different morph dimensions as well as morphed animals, we showed that the LPP 97 
encoded perceptual ambiguity generally regardless of facial emotions or even faces. Second, 98 
using task instructions with different levels of ambiguity, we found that the LPP was modulated 99 
by task instructions and had the maximal response when the dimension of stimulus ambiguity 100 
was task relevant. Third, to specify the functional role of the LPP, we constructed regression 101 
models, which revealed that the LPP was specifically associated with response latency and 102 
confidence rating. Lastly, we showed that our findings were further supported by direct 103 
behavioral ratings of task ambiguity and difficulty as well as eye movement analysis. Together, 104 
our findings show that the LPP encodes decisions under perceptual ambiguity in a general 105 
fashion, but is subject to whether the task dimension was relevant. 106 
 107 
Materials and Methods 108 
Subjects 109 
In Experiment 1 (face judgment task with fear-happy morphed emotions), 16 subjects (9 female, 110 
mean age and SD, 20.1±1.50 years) participated in the electroencephalogram (EEG) experiment 111 
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and 24 subjects (16 female, 22.3±3.39 years) participated in the eye tracking experiment. Eleven 112 
subjects (9 female, 20.6±2.80 years) participated in Experiment 2 (face judgment task with 113 
anger-disgust morphed emotions) and Experiment 3 (animal judgment task with cat-dog 114 
morphs). In addition, 16 subjects (11 female, 19.63±0.96 years) participated in Experiment 4-6 115 
(face judgment task with fear-happy morphed emotions but different task instructions). All 116 
subjects provided written informed consent according to protocols approved by the institutional 117 
review board. 118 
 119 
Stimuli 120 
The stimuli of Experiment 1 (face judgment task with fear-happy morphed faces) were described 121 
in detail in a previous study (Wang et al., 2017). Briefly, stimuli were morphed expression 122 
continua between four exemplars (two female) of fearful and happy expressions as well as 123 
unambiguous anchor faces with clear fearful and happy expressions for each exemplar. We 124 
created 5 levels of fear-happy morphs, ranging from 30% fear/70% happy to 70% fear/30% 125 
happy in steps of 10% (Fig. 1B). Low-level image properties were equalized (Wang et al., 2017). 126 
In Experiment 2 (face judgment task with anger-disgust morphed emotions), anger-disgust 127 
morphs were created by FaceGen Modeller (http://facegen.com/). Similar to fear-happy morphs, 128 
we also selected 4 identities (2 males and 2 females from 3D human face models; two Asian (1 129 
male and 1 female) and two Caucasian), with 2 anchors and 5 morph levels for each identity. The 130 
morphs ranged from 30% anger/70% disgust to 70% anger/30% disgust in steps of 10%. 131 
In Experiment 3 (animal judgment task with cat-dog morphs), cat-dog morphed stimuli were 132 
used and described in detail in a previous study (Freedman et al., 2001). In brief, there were two 133 
cat identities and two dog identities. Each cat identity was morphed with another dog identity to 134 
create 4 morph lines. Similarly, each morph line had 2 anchors and 5 morph levels (20% cat/80% 135 
dog, 40% cat/60% dog, 50% cat/50% dog, 60% cat/40% dog, and 80% cat/20% dog). 136 
Experiment 4-6 (face judgment task using instructions with levels of ambiguity) used the 137 
identical stimuli as Experiment 1, but with different task instructions (see below). 138 
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In Experiment 1, there were 252 trials in 3 blocks for eye tracking subjects and 252 trials in 2 139 
blocks for EEG subjects. In Experiment 2 and 3, there were 252 trials in 2 blocks. In Experiment 140 
4-6, there were 280 trials in 2 blocks for each experiment. All trials were pooled for analysis. 141 
 142 
Task 143 
In Experiment 1, in each trial, a face was presented for 1 second followed by a question prompt 144 
asking subjects to make the best guess of the facial emotion. After stimulus offset, subjects had 2 145 
seconds to respond, otherwise the trial was aborted and discarded. Subjects were instructed to 146 
respond as quickly as possible, but only after stimulus offset. No feedback message was 147 
displayed and the order of faces was completely randomized for each subject. An inter-trial-148 
interval (ITI) was jittered randomly with a uniform distribution between 1 to 2 seconds. In each 149 
block, there were equal numbers of trials for each morph level and each identity. 150 
Experiment 2 and 3 had the same task structure as Experiment 1. In Experiment 2 (Fig. 2A), 151 
subjects were asked to make the best guess of the facial emotion (anger or disgust), and in 152 
Experiment 3 (Fig. 2E), subjects were asked to make the best guess of the animal category (cat 153 
or dog). 154 
Experiment 4-6 also had a similar task structure as Experiment 1. However, notably, Experiment 155 
4-6 were speeded tasks—a question prompt was presented for 500ms, followed by the stimulus. 156 
Subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible, and the stimulus stayed on the screen 157 
until subjects responded. Subjects had 2 seconds to respond, otherwise the trial was aborted and 158 
discarded. No feedback message was displayed and the order of stimuli was completely 159 
randomized for each subject. In Experiment 4 (Fig. 3A), subjects were asked to judge the gender 160 
of the face. In Experiment 5 (Fig. 3F), subjects were asked to make the best guess of the facial 161 
emotion (identical to Experiment 1). In Experiment 6 (Fig. 3K), subjects were asked to guess the 162 
wealth (poor vs. rich) of the face model. 163 
Eye-tracking subjects in Experiment 1 and subjects in Experiment 4-6 also performed a 164 
confidence rating. After emotion judgment and a 500ms blank screen (1 second of fixation for 165 
Experiment 4-6), subjects were asked to indicate their confidence of judgment, by pushing the 166 
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button ‘1’ for ‘very sure’, ‘2’ for ‘sure’, or ‘3’ for ‘unsure’. As with the emotion judgment, 167 
subjects had 2 seconds to respond before the trial was aborted, and no feedback message was 168 
displayed. 169 
 170 
Behavioral data analysis 171 
We fitted a logistic function to obtain smooth psychometric curves: 172 
 P(x)  Pinf

1 e (x xhalf )  173 
where P is the percentage of trials judging faces as fearful in Experiment 1, judging faces as 174 
angry in Experiment 2, and judging animals as dog in Experiment 3, x is the stimulus level, Pinf 175 
is the value when x approaches infinity (the curve’s maximum value), xhalf is the symmetric 176 
inflection point (the curve’s midpoint), and α is the steepness of the curve. Pinf, xhalf, and α were 177 
fitted from the observed data (P and x). We derived these parameters for each subject. 178 
 179 
Eye tracking and apparatus 180 
Twenty-four subjects participated in the eye-tracking experiment. The stimuli were presented 181 
using MATLAB with the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). Fourteen healthy subjects 182 
were recorded with a head-supported non-invasive infrared EyeLink 1000 System (SR Research, 183 
Canada). One of the eyes was tracked at 1000Hz. Subjects were seated at a distance of 60cm in 184 
front of a computer screen in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated room. The experiment was 185 
administered on a 20-inch (40 × 30cm screen size) Lenovo CRT display (1024 × 768 screen 186 
resolution). The eye tracker was calibrated with the built-in 9-point grid method at the beginning 187 
of each block. Fixation extraction was carried out using software supplied with the EyeLink eye 188 
tracking system. Saccade detection required a deflection of greater than 0.1°, with a minimum 189 
velocity of 30°/s and a minimum acceleration of 8000°/s2. Fixations were defined as the 190 
complement of a saccade, i.e. periods without saccades, and the fixation locations were 191 
determined using the EyeLink event parser. 192 
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Ten healthy subjects were recorded using a remote non-invasive infrared Tobii T120 system 193 
which recorded binocular gaze at 120Hz. The Tobii visualization software (Tobii Studio™ 2.2) 194 
was used to record eye movements and perform gaze analysis. Fixations were detected by Tobii 195 
Fixation Filter implemented in Tobii Studio. The Tobii Fixation Filter is a classification 196 
algorithm proposed by (Olsson, 2007) and detects quick changes in the gaze point using a sliding 197 
window averaging method. Velocity threshold was set to 35 [pixels/samples] and distance 198 
threshold was set to 35 [pixels] in our study. 199 
To quantitatively compare the fixation properties within certain parts of the face, we defined 200 
three ROIs: eyes, mouth, and center (Fig. 5A). Each ROI is a rectangle and the eye and mouth 201 
ROI have the same size. To compute fixation density maps, fixation locations were smoothed 202 
with a 40-pixel 2D Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 10 pixels. Fixation density map 203 
indicates the probability of fixating a given location (in arbitrary units), which was calculated 204 
based on the number and duration of fixations and which ensured an equal contribution from 205 
each subject and statistical independence between subjects. The average fixation density within 206 
the ROIs was calculated for each subject and for each morph level during the entire 1s stimulus 207 
period. Statistical comparisons were then performed to compare whether the mean fixation 208 
density, the total fixation duration, the mean fixation duration, the percentage of the number of 209 
fixations, and the latency of the first fixation falling into an ROI, differed between ambiguity 210 
levels, for each ROI (Fig. 5B-F). 211 
 212 
Electroencephalogram (EEG): data recording 213 
Subjects were seated comfortably about 1.1m in front of a computer screen in a dimly lit and 214 
electromagnetically shielded room. Experiments were administered on a 19-inch (37.7 × 30.1cm 215 
screen size) IBM LCD display (1280 × 1024 screen resolution). Stimuli were presented using E-216 
prime. EEGs were recorded using a digital AC amplifier from 32 scalp sites with tin electrodes 217 
mounted in an elastic cap (NeuroScan4.5) according to the International 10-20 system. EEGs 218 
were recorded from the following sites: frontal: FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8; frontal-central: 219 
FC3, FCz, FC4; central: C3, Cz, C4; central-parietal: CP3, CPz, CP4; parietal: P7, P3, Pz, P4, 220 
P8; frontal-temporal-parietal: FT7, TP7, T7, T8, TP8, FT8; and occipital: O1, Oz, O2. The 221 
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vertical-oculograms (VEOG) were recorded from left supra-orbital and infra-orbital electrodes. 222 
The horizontal electro-oculograms (HEOG) were measured from electrodes placed lateral to the 223 
outer canthi of the left and right eyes. The ground electrode was placed on the forehead. One 224 
reference electrode was placed at the left mastoid and the other at the right mastoid, and all 225 
recordings were referenced to the right mastoid. All impedance was maintained below 5ΚΩ. 226 
EEG and electro-oculogram (EOG) were amplified using a 0.05-70Hz band-pass filter and were 227 
continuously sampled at 500Hz/channel. 228 
 229 
EEG: data preprocessing 230 
EEG data were processed using EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004), an open source toolbox 231 
running in the MATLAB environment, and in-house MATLAB functions. The continuous EEG 232 
data were re-referenced to the average of the left and right external mastoid signals to avoid 233 
biasing the data towards one hemisphere (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006, Luck, 2014). The data 234 
was filtered using a digital zero-phase shift band-pass filter of 0.5-30Hz with a slope of 24 235 
dB/octave. Then the continuous EEG data were epoched into 1-second segments (–200 to 800ms 236 
relative to stimulus onset), and the pre-stimulus interval (–200 to 0ms) was used as the baseline. 237 
We did not extend the epoch beyond 800ms, as previous studies have suggested the termination 238 
of LPP effects at 800ms (Schupp et al., 2000, Hu et al., 2014). The data were then baseline 239 
corrected by subtracting the average activity during the baseline period. Trials that had blinks in 240 
any part of the segment were excluded using a blink detection tool from ERPlab 241 
(http://erpinfo.org/erplab), in which vertical ocular artifacts exceeding a normalized cross-242 
variance threshold of 0.7 were detected during the whole epoch (Lopez-Calderon and Luck, 243 
2014, Luck, 2014). We rejected these trials because blinks might not only alter the sensory input 244 
of that trial, but also contaminate the EEG signals, especially the signals from the frontal 245 
channels. Epochs with saccadic eye movements were detected and discarded using a step-like 246 
artifact-detection function, in which horizontal ocular artifacts exceeding 70μV in amplitude 247 
were detected during the entire epoch with 200ms moving window and 50ms increment steps. 248 
This function is suitable to detect saccadic eye movements that typically consist of sudden, step-249 
like changes in voltage (Lopez-Calderon and Luck, 2014). Remaining artifacts were further 250 
detected using a moving-window peak-to-peak artifact-detection method on specific midline 251 
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electrodes. Epochs were excluded if the peak-to-peak voltage (the difference between the largest 252 
and smallest values) exceeded a threshold of 100μV. Bad channels were interpolated using the 253 
average voltage from their surrounding electrodes. 254 
 255 
EEG: stimulus-locked event-related potential (ERP) analysis 256 
Within each subject, mean waveform of each morph level was computed, time-locked to the 257 
onset of the stimulus. Single-subject mean waveforms were subsequently averaged to obtain 258 
group-level mean waveforms. Here, we measured the LPP (entire waveform) based on the time 259 
window of 400 to 700ms after stimulus onset at the parietal-central (Pz) electrode (Sabatinelli et 260 
al., 2007). Importantly, the scalp topography of the difference waveform between high ambiguity 261 
and anchor showed the most pronounced difference at Pz in this time window (Sun et al., 2017). 262 
 263 
Regression models 264 
We constructed regression models to understand to what extent behavioral measurements could 265 
be explained by the LPP. We employed linear mixed models (LMM) for RT and confidence 266 
rating. We used single-trial mean LPP amplitude (400 to 700ms after stimulus onset) and 267 
stimulus ambiguity level as fixed effects, together with by-subject random intercept. Statistical 268 
significance of the model was computed by likelihood ratio tests of the full model with the fixed 269 
effect of LPP amplitude against a null model without the fixed effect of the LPP. 270 
The formula for RT is:  271 

RT ~ 1 + LPP + ambiguity level + (1 + 1 | subID) 272 
The formula for confidence rating is:  273 

confidence rating ~ 1 + LPP + ambiguity level + (1 + 1 | subID) 274 
Because behavioral choice was binary, we employed a logistic regression model for behavioral 275 
choice. The formula for behavioral choice is: 276 
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logit (Choice) ~ 1 + LPP + RT + confidence rating + subID;  Distribution = Binomial 277 
Note that for behavioral choice, the contribution of RT and confidence rating was accounted in 278 
order to control for task difficulty. 279 
 280 
Results 281 
What are the neural substrates underlying ambiguity processing? To answer this question, we 282 
conducted a series of EEG experiments with a variety of ambiguous stimuli. We not only 283 
analyzed the judgment choice behavior (i.e., the parametric relationship between stimulus level 284 
and behavioral response) to investigate the judgment sensitivity and specificity, but also used 285 
both explicit (confidence ratings) and implicit (reaction times (RT)) behavioral measures to 286 
index response to stimulus ambiguity and judgment difficulty. In particular, previous findings 287 
argue that a late positive potential (LPP) originating from the parietal-central (Pz) electrode is 288 
involved in affective valence (pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral) and/or arousal processing 289 
(Cuthbert et al., 2000, Schupp et al., 2000, Codispoti et al., 2007, Pastor et al., 2008, Leite et al., 290 
2012). We here examined whether and how the LPP was modulated by stimulus ambiguity. In a 291 
later section, we directly linked stimulus ambiguity, behavioral indices of ambiguity (RT and 292 
confidence ratings), and the neural response (the LPP) through a regression model, which 293 
revealed a specific functional role of the LPP. 294 
 295 
Experiment 1: the LPP encodes perceptual ambiguity of fear-happy morphed faces 296 
In this experiment, we asked subjects to judge emotional faces as fearful or happy (Fig. 1A). 297 
Faces were either unambiguously happy, unambiguously fearful (“anchors”), or graded 298 
ambiguous morphs between the two emotions (Fig. 1B). Since emotion ambiguity was 299 
symmetric between emotion intensity levels, we grouped the seven emotion levels into three 300 
ambiguity levels (Fig. 1B): anchor, intermediate ambiguity (30%/70% morph), and high 301 
ambiguity (40% to 60% morph). For each subject, we quantified behavior as the proportion of 302 
trials identified as fearful as a function of morph level (Fig. 1B). We found a monotonically 303 
increasing relationship between the likelihood of identifying a face as fearful and the fearfulness 304 
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in the morphed face for both subject groups (Fig. 1C), showing that subjects could well track the 305 
gradual change in the emotions. There was also a systematic relationship between RT and 306 
ambiguity: the more ambiguous the stimulus, the longer the RT (Fig. 1D; one-way repeated-307 
measure ANOVA of ambiguity levels, F(2,30)=15.6, P=2.27×10−5, ηp

2=0.51). 308 
Confirming our previous finding (Sun et al., 2017), we found that the LPP component showed a 309 
parametric relationship with the degree of ambiguity shown in the stimuli, suggesting that LPP 310 
amplitude can index the level of perceptual ambiguity (Fig. 1E). Consistent with prior literature 311 
on the LPP (Pastor et al., 2008, Leite et al., 2012), we focused on the electrode Pz during the 312 
time interval of 400 to 700ms after stimulus onset. Our results were confirmed by the mean LPP 313 
amplitude (Fig. 1F; one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of ambiguity levels, F(2,30)=11.3, 314 
P=2.20×10−4, ηp

2=0.43), and post-hoc t-tests revealed a significant difference between anchor 315 
(5.36±2.94μv, mean±SD) and intermediate ambiguity (4.38±2.95μv; paired two-tailed t-test, 316 
t(15)=3.03, P=0.008, Cohen’s d=0.78), and a significant difference between intermediate and 317 
high ambiguity (3.44±2.33μv; t(15)=2.79, P=0.014, d=0.72). Interestingly, the difference 318 
between anchor vs. intermediate ambiguous faces (0.99±1.30μv) was not different from that 319 
between intermediate vs. most ambiguous faces (0.93±1.35μv; paired t-test: t(15)=0.12, P=0.91, 320 
d=0.03), indicating a similar transition between ambiguity levels. 321 
 322 
Experiment 2 and 3: the LPP encodes general perceptual ambiguity 323 
Does the LPP only encode ambiguity about faces or even only along the fear-happy dimension? 324 
To answer this question, we asked 11 healthy subjects to judge facial emotions along the anger-325 
disgust dimension (Experiment 2; Fig. 2A), and animal categories of cat-dog morphs 326 
(Experiment 3; Fig. 2E). Similar to fear-happy morphs, in both experiments, subjects could well 327 
track the gradual change of morph levels (Fig. 2B, F) and RT was faster for less ambiguous 328 
stimuli for both emotion judgment of anger vs. disgust (Fig. 2C; one-way repeated-measure 329 
ANOVA of ambiguity levels, F(2,20)=4.78, P=0.019, ηp

2=0.30) and animal judgment of cat vs. 330 
dog (Fig. 2G; F(2,20)=8.48, P=0.009, ηp

2=0.37). 331 
In both experiments, we not only found a clear LPP component in the interval of 400 to 700ms 332 
after stimulus onset at the electrode Pz as the fear-happy morph task, but importantly, the LPP 333 
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also differentiated the ambiguity levels (emotion task: 508-730ms; animal task: 474-692ms), still 334 
with anchor faces showing the most positive potential (Fig. 2D, H). This observation was 335 
confirmed by the mean LPP amplitude (Fig. 2D; emotion task: anchor: 6.03±3.70μV, 336 
intermediate: 4.09±2.87μV, high: 3.30±1.94μV; one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of 337 
ambiguity levels, F(2,20)=10.3, P=8.41×10−4, ηp

2=0.51; Fig. 2H; animal task: anchor: 338 
4.84±2.89μV, intermediate: 4.22±2.59μV, high: 2.85±2.40μV; F(2,20)=12.8, P=2.62×10−4, 339 
ηp

2=0.56). Our results were further corroborated using the peak amplitude of the LPP.  340 
We next compared Experiment 2 and 3 to explore the possible difference in coding ambiguity. 341 
Both the mean LPP across all conditions (Fig. 2I, J) and the difference in LPP between anchor 342 
and high ambiguity (Fig. 2K, L) were remarkably similar (two-tailed paired t-test; mean: 343 
t(10)=0.79, P=0.45, d=0.25; difference: t(10)=0.87, P=0.41, d=0.28), suggesting that the LPP 344 
could be elicited by different forms of perceptual ambiguity similarly, thus encoding perceptual 345 
ambiguity in a general fashion. Together, our results showed that the LPP encoded perceptual 346 
ambiguity in general regardless of facial emotions or even faces. 347 
 348 
Experiment 4-6: the LPP’s coding of ambiguity was modulated by task instructions 349 
We have shown above that the LPP encodes general stimulus-driven perceptual ambiguity. How 350 
does the LPP encode ambiguity in task instructions? To answer this question, we next employed 351 
identical stimuli but asked different questions when judging the stimulus. Using fear-happy 352 
morphed emotions as in Experiment 1, task instructions thus had three levels of ambiguity: the 353 
gender judgment task (Experiment 4; Fig. 3A) had no ambiguity because all 4 face models had 354 
clear genders, whereas the wealth judgment task (Experiment 6; Fig. 3K) had the highest 355 
ambiguity because whether the face model is poor or rich could not be told without any priors. 356 
The emotion judgment task (Experiment 5; Fig. 3F) had an intermediate ambiguity, and it was a 357 
direct replication of Experiment 1. Note that only the task instruction of the emotion judgment 358 
task was relevant to the dimension of ambiguity in stimulus. Sixteen subjects participated in all 359 
three experiments and the order of experiments was counterbalanced across subjects. 360 
Behaviorally, after judging the stimulus, we asked subjects to report their confidence in their 361 
decisions. In the emotion judgment task, subjects reported significantly higher levels of 362 
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confidence for anchor faces compared to ambiguous faces (Fig. 3G; one-way repeated-measure 363 
ANOVA of ambiguity levels: F(2,30)=27.8, P=1.48×10−7, ηp

2=0.65). However, in both gender 364 
judgment task (Fig. 3B; F(2,30)=4.62, P=0.018, ηp

2=0.24) and wealth judgment task (Fig. 3L; 365 
F(2,30)=4.95, P=0.014, ηp

2=0.25), although subjects still reported different levels of confidence 366 
for different ambiguity levels, confidence did not decrease systematically as a function of 367 
increasing stimulus ambiguity, and the difference in confidence between ambiguity levels was 368 
much smaller. In addition to the explicit confidence ratings, RT can be considered as an implicit 369 
measure of confidence. In the emotion judgment task, RT was faster for anchor faces compared 370 
to ambiguous faces (Fig. 3H; F(2,30)=20.8, P=2.15×10−6, ηp

2=0.58), replicating the results in 371 
Experiment 1 (Fig. 1D). Similarly, RT mirrored confidence ratings in both gender judgment task 372 
(Fig. 3C; F(2,30)=0.28, P=0.76, ηp

2=0.018) and wealth judgment task (Fig. 3M; F(2,30)=3.42, 373 
P=0.046, ηp

2=0.19). Together, our results show that stimulus-driven ambiguity modulates 374 
behavior to a much weaker extent when it is not task relevant. 375 
We further compared across experiments. Although the mean confidence rating averaged cross 376 
all stimuli was similar across experiments (Fig. 3P; one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of 377 
experiments: F(2,30)=1.07, P=0.36, ηp

2=0.067), the mean RT was significantly longer in the 378 
wealth judgment task (Fig. 3R; F(2,30)=3.70, P=0.037, ηp

2=0.20), whose task instruction had the 379 
highest level of ambiguity, thus confirming the manipulation task ambiguity. Furthermore, the 380 
difference in confidence ratings between the high ambiguity faces and anchor faces was 381 
significantly greater in the emotion judgment task compared to the gender and wealth judgment 382 
tasks (Fig. 3Q; F(2,30)=17.4, P=9.62×10−6, ηp

2=0.54), and the difference in RT was also 383 
significantly greater in the emotion judgment task compared to the gender and wealth judgment 384 
tasks (Fig. 3S; F(2,30)=18.2, P=6.67×10−6, ηp

2=0.55). However, the difference in both 385 
confidence and RT was similar between the gender judgment task and wealth judgment task 386 
(Fig. 3Q, S; both Ps>0.05), suggesting that task-driven ambiguity did not simply add or multiply 387 
to the stimulus-driven ambiguity. Furthermore, when subtracting the RT in the emotion judgment 388 
task from the RT in the gender judgment task at each ambiguity level, we still observed that the 389 
RT increased as a function of increasing stimulus ambiguity (anchor: 4.96±175.8ms (mean±SD), 390 
intermediate: 65.3±146.4ms, high: 123.6±177.8ms; one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of 391 
ambiguity levels, F(2,30)=17.8, P<0.001, ηp

2=0.51), suggesting that behavioral response was 392 
modulated by stimulus ambiguity more strongly when the task instruction was relevant. 393 
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Together, both explicit confidence ratings and implicit confidence measures by RT suggested 394 
that stimulus-driven ambiguity modulated behavior maximally if it matched the task instruction. 395 
Neurally, we first showed that Experiment 5 replicated the findings in Experiment 1 (Fig. 3I), 396 
even though Experiment 5 was a speeded task. We also observed LPP effects in both gender 397 
judgment task (Fig. 3D) and wealth judgment task (Fig. 3N). However, the LPP in the gender 398 
judgment task had a lower amplitude (Fig. 3D), although the gender judgment task had a lower 399 
ambiguity in task instruction compared to the emotion judgment task, a result opposite to LPP’s 400 
coding of stimulus-driven ambiguity. Furthermore, although the LPP could also differentiate 401 
levels of stimulus ambiguity in the gender judgment task (Fig. 3E; F(2,30)=8.48, P=0.0012, 402 
ηp

2=0.36), the coding of stimulus ambiguity was relatively weaker compared to the emotion 403 
judgment task (Fig. 3J; F(2,30)=48.0, P=4.48×10−10, ηp

2=0.76) and the wealth judgment task 404 
(Fig. 3O; F(2,30)=33.3, P=2.41×10−8, ηp

2=0.69; also see below), suggesting that the LPP 405 
encoded stimulus ambiguity more strongly when the task involved ambiguity in judgment. 406 
We further confirmed our findings by comparing across experiments: the overall LPP averaged 407 
cross all stimuli varied across experiments even with the identical stimuli (Fig. 3T; one-way 408 
repeated-measure ANOVA of experiments: F(2,30)=9.83, P=5.21×10−4, ηp

2=0.40), with the 409 
emotion and wealth judgment tasks featuring a larger mean LPP. Similarly, the difference in LPP 410 
between the anchor faces and high ambiguity faces was significantly greater in the emotion and 411 
wealth judgment tasks compared to the gender judgment task (Fig. 3U; F(2,30)=6.05, P=0.0062, 412 
ηp

2=0.29). Although there were levels of ambiguity in top-down instructions, the LPP had the 413 
maximal response to stimulus ambiguity when the dimension of stimulus ambiguity matched the 414 
task instruction, instead of when task instruction had the highest or lowest ambiguity. It is worth 415 
noting that in contrast to the coding of stimulus ambiguity where the LPP amplitude was largest 416 
for anchors (Fig. 3I, J), the most ambiguous wealth judgment task elicited both a greater overall 417 
LPP (Fig. 3T; paired t-test: t(15)=−2.56, P=0.022, d=−0.66) and a greater difference in LPP 418 
(Fig. 3U; paired t-test: t(15)=−1.95, P=0.071, d=−0.50) compared to the least ambiguous gender 419 
judgment task. This indicated that the LPP was modulated by task instruction differently 420 
compared to stimulus. 421 
Lastly, it is worth noting that in these three experiments we varied task ambiguity but kept the 422 
stimuli identical, and there might be an interaction between task ambiguity and stimulus 423 
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ambiguity. The stimulus ambiguity might explain some of the LPP effects. For example, in the 424 
gender judgment task, even though the ambiguity in task was minimal, some stimuli were still 425 
ambiguous in emotions, which might drive the LPP’s response (Fig. 3D, E). Therefore, our data 426 
indicated that even if subjects were not judging emotions, the emotion ambiguity might still be 427 
encoded to some extent. It is also notable that behavioral choice was not correlated with 428 
ambiguity levels for any of the tasks (gender: r=0.046, P=0.63, emotion: r=0.023, P=0.81, 429 
wealth: r=−0.033, P=0.73), ruling out the possibility that the LPP could be simply explained by 430 
behavioral choices. 431 
Taken together, our neural data suggested that the LPP was modulated by task instructions and 432 
encoded stimulus ambiguity more strongly when the task instruction involved ambiguity. This 433 
result has shown context dependency of the LPP and is consistent with our previous finding that 434 
the LPP is generated only when decisions are made on a dimension that is ambiguous (Sun et al., 435 
2017). 436 
 437 
Regression models revealed a trial-by-trial coupling between the LPP and behavioral 438 
measurements 439 
We have shown that the LPP encodes general stimulus-driven perceptual ambiguity and is 440 
modulated by task-driven ambiguity. What is the specific functional role of the LPP when it 441 
encodes perceptual ambiguity? Is it associated with perceptual representation of the stimulus or 442 
with making judgments about the stimulus? We next conducted regression analyses (see 443 
Methods) to answer these questions.  444 
First, we analyzed the relationship between the LPP and RT, accounting for the contribution 445 
from stimulus ambiguity. In the emotion judgment task (Experiment 5), we found that in the full 446 
model, LPP amplitude could predict RT with a significant regression coefficient (slope; β=−4.72, 447 
P<0.001), and similarly for ambiguity level (β=66.28, P<0.001) and intercept (β=855.5, 448 
P<0.001). Importantly, the full model with the fixed effect of LPP significantly outperformed the 449 
null model (χ2(5)=57.69, P<0.001). These results suggested that the variance of RT could be well 450 
explained by the variance of LPP amplitude, even when the contribution of stimulus ambiguity 451 
was regressed out. Notably, similar results were found for the anger-disgust judgment 452 
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(Experiment 2; χ2(5)=5.06, P=0.024) and cat-dog judgment (Experiment 3; χ2(5)=5.46, P=0.019) 453 
tasks, confirming the generality of the LPP in coding perceptual ambiguity. We also found that 454 
the RT could be explained by the LPP in the gender judgment (Experiment 4; χ2(5)=40.1, 455 
P<0.001) and wealth judgment (Experiment 6; χ2(5)=32.2, P<0.001) tasks. 456 
Second, we built a regression model to explain the variance in confidence rating. In the emotion 457 
judgment task, we found that the LPP amplitude could well predict confidence rating 458 
(χ2(5)=25.6, P<0.001), even when the contribution of stimulus ambiguity was regressed out. 459 
Similar results were also found for the gender judgment (χ2(5)=7.65, P=0.005) and wealth 460 
judgment (χ2(5)=5.63, P=0.017) tasks. 461 
Lastly, we built a logistic regression model to predict behavioral choice (e.g., judgments of fear 462 
or happy in Experiment 1). We found that the LPP amplitude could not predict behavioral choice 463 
for the emotion judgment task (β=0.0009, P=0.82). Consistent with the generality of the LPP in 464 
coding stimulus-driven ambiguity, we found that the LPP could not predict behavioral choice for 465 
the anger-disgust judgment task (β=0.0074, P=0.23) or cat-dog judgment task (β=0.0071, 466 
P=0.26) either. However, the LPP could predict behavioral choice for the wealth judgment task 467 
(β=0.014, P<0.001), but not gender judgment task (β=−0.0017, P=0.68). 468 
Together, we found that independent of stimulus ambiguity, the LPP was strongly coupled with 469 
response latency and confidence, two variables directly associated with perceptual ambiguity, 470 
but not behavioral choice, which was not directly related to perceptual ambiguity. Our results 471 
have therefore revealed a functional role of the LPP: it encodes decisions under perceptual 472 
ambiguity. 473 
 474 
Direct behavioral ratings of stimulus ambiguity and judgment difficulty confirmed our results 475 
The levels of subjective ambiguity in stimulus and task in the above results were inferred from 476 
behavioral judgments, RTs, and confidence ratings. To further confirm our results, we next 477 
directly acquired subjective ratings for stimulus-driven ambiguity under each task instruction 478 
(see Fig. 4 legend for each rating question). Twenty-one subjects (16 female, 19.7±1.59 years) 479 
rated the ambiguity of stimulus from the emotion judgment task (Experiment 1 and 5) on a 1-10 480 
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scale. Indeed, anchor faces were rated the least ambiguous whereas faces of high ambiguity were 481 
rated the most ambiguous (Fig. 4B; anchor: 3.05±1.31, intermediate: 4.14±1.34, high: 4.59±1.30; 482 
one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of ambiguity levels, F(2,40)=40.8, P<0.001, ηp

2=0.67). 483 
Furthermore, the same subjects also rated the ambiguity in judging each stimulus for the gender 484 
judgment task (Fig. 4A; F(2,40)=4.68, P=0.015, ηp

2=0.19) and wealth judgment task (Fig. 4C; 485 
F(2,40)=6.30, P=0.01, ηp

2=0.24). Overall, the gender judgment task was rated the least 486 
ambiguous whereas the wealth judgment task was rated the most ambiguous (Fig. 4D; gender: 487 
2.57±0.91, emotion: 3.93±1.23, wealth: 5.45±1.88; P=1.63×10−7). Notably, compared to the 488 
emotion judgment task (Fig. 4B), the difference between ambiguity levels (Fig. 4E) was smaller 489 
in the gender judgment task (Fig. 4A) and the wealth judgment task (Fig. 4C), suggesting that 490 
subjects were less sensitive to stimulus ambiguity in these two tasks. 491 
In addition, we asked the same subjects to rate the difficulty in judging the stimulus on a 1-10 492 
scale, which mirrored the ambiguity ratings (Fig. 4F-J): faces of high ambiguity were rated the 493 
most difficult to judge (Fig. 4G; anchor: 3.32±1.58, intermediate: 4.28±1.40, high: 4.77±1.59; 494 
one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of ambiguity levels, F(2,40)=18.5, P<0.001, ηp

2=0.48), and 495 
the wealth judgment task was rated the most difficult to perform (Fig. 4I; gender: 2.43±1.02, 496 
emotion: 4.13±1.39, wealth: 5.45±1.74; P<0.001). Again, the difference in rating between 497 
ambiguity levels (Fig. 4J) was smaller in the gender judgment (Fig. 4F; F(2,40)=1.39, P=0.26, 498 
ηp

2=0.065) and wealth judgment (Fig. 4H; F(2,40)=8.11, P=0.003, ηp
2=0.30) tasks. 499 

Lastly, we found that the ratings between stimulus ambiguity and judgment difficulty were 500 
highly correlated (gender: r=0.75, P<0.001; emotion: r=0.86, P<0.001; wealth: r=0.92, P<0.001), 501 
confirming that the more ambiguous stimuli were more difficult to judge (see Discussion). 502 
In conclusion, direct behavioral ratings confirmed that our stimuli showed the anticipated 503 
subjective ambiguity, supporting the above behavioral and neurophysiological results. 504 
 505 

 506 
Eye movement analysis did not reveal difference across ambiguity levels 507 
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Could perceptual ambiguity lead to different fixation patterns on faces? To answer this question, 508 
we conducted an eye-tracking study with 24 subjects in Experiment 1. We found 509 
indistinguishable fixation densities across ambiguity levels (Fig. 5A), in which subjects were 510 
equally likely to fixate the eye (Fig. 5B; one-way repeated-measure ANOVA of ambiguity 511 
levels, P=0.91), mouth (P=0.62), and center regions of interest (ROI) (P=0.95), suggesting that 512 
subjects viewed faces similarly regardless of the ambiguity in faces. Furthermore, in each ROI, 513 
we found remarkably similar total fixation duration (Fig. 5C), percentage of the number of 514 
fixations (Fig. 5D), mean fixation duration (Fig. 5E), as well as latency to first fixate onto an 515 
ROI (Fig. 5F), across ambiguity levels (all Ps>0.05). In conclusion, our eye tracking results 516 
showed that perceptual ambiguity did not bias eye movements, an important issue to consider, 517 
since it is well known that EEG data are prominently contaminated by potentials arising from the 518 
extraocular muscles. The similar strategy in viewing faces with different levels of ambiguity was 519 
expected because our faces were presented briefly and preceded by a central fixation cross; 520 
however, these results argued that our behavioral and neurophysiological findings could not be 521 
attributed to differences in eye movements. 522 
 523 
Discussion 524 
In this study, we investigated how the LPP was modulated by different types of perceptual 525 
stimuli and levels of ambiguity in task instructions. We found that the LPP not only encoded 526 
perceptual ambiguity of faces with different types morphed emotions, but also morphed animals, 527 
suggesting that the LPP encodes general perceptual ambiguity. On the other hand, using levels of 528 
ambiguity in task instructions, we found that the LPP was modulated by task instructions and had 529 
the maximal response when the dimension of stimulus ambiguity matched the task instruction. 530 
We further elucidated the relationship between stimulus ambiguity, behavioral response, and the 531 
LPP and we found that the LPP was specifically associated with response latency and confidence 532 
rating. Lastly, direct behavioral ratings of stimulus and task ambiguity confirmed our results, and 533 
we showed that our neurophysiological findings could not be explained by differences in eye 534 
movements. Taken together, our findings show that the LPP encodes decisions under perceptual 535 
ambiguity in a general fashion, but is subject to whether the task involves ambiguity in 536 
judgment. 537 
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A large literature shows that the LPP is modulated by emotional intensity and arousal and thus 538 
reflects an enhanced perception of emotional stimuli (Cuthbert et al., 2000, Schupp et al., 2000, 539 
Sabatinelli et al., 2007, Leite et al., 2012). However, recent studies show that the LPP encodes 540 
decisions by integrating sensory evidence and determining actions through a boundary-crossing 541 
criterion, similarly across multiple different tasks (O'Connell et al., 2012, Kelly and O'Connell, 542 
2013, Murphy et al., 2015). Our previous findings have provided further specificity and 543 
mechanistic insight: the LPP not only differentiates levels of ambiguity, but is specifically 544 
associated with behavioral responses to ambiguous stimuli (not mere perception of ambiguous 545 
stimuli) and only emerges in the context of ambiguous stimuli (not when unambiguous stimuli 546 
are present alone) (Sun et al., 2017). This prior study also suggested that the LPP originates from 547 
multiple loci in cingulate cortex using source modeling and fMRI-guided ERP source prediction. 548 
In the present study, we further established the specificity of the LPP: the LPP not only encodes 549 
perceptual ambiguity of faces, but also animals. Our findings are consistent with several studies 550 
showing that the LPP can differentiate racially ambiguous faces (Willadsen-Jensen and Ito, 551 
2006), ambiguous smiles (Calvo et al., 2013), and inconsistency of traits (Cacioppo et al., 1994). 552 
In particular, consistent with the present study, the LPP exhibits the same decision-predictive 553 
dynamics regardless of sensory modality (e.g., visual and auditory) and stimulus features 554 
(O'Connell et al., 2012), and it processes both real and fictive feedback in an instrumental 555 
learning task (Fischer and Ullsperger, 2013). Importantly, our results extended to affective 556 
stimuli beyond the simple sensory stimuli and suggested a general neural signature for perceptual 557 
ambiguity. A limitation of the present study is that all our perceptual decisions are still relatively 558 
simple; future studies will be needed to investigate whether our results can be extended to more 559 
complex decisions. Although our current results only speak to the ambiguity in the perceptual 560 
domain, it is an important future direction to investigate whether the same neural signature can 561 
encode ambiguity in economic decision making, moral judgment, as well as other more complex 562 
settings.  563 
It is worth noting that the terminology “ambiguity” in the perceptual domain refers to the 564 
categorical ambiguity (i.e., the uncertainty) of a stimulus belonging to one of two categories, 565 
with no missing information of a stimulus (see (Sterzer and Kleinschmidt, 2007) for a classical 566 
example of perceptual ambiguity that shares the same meaning of “ambiguity” as ours), whereas 567 
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the terminology “ambiguity” in economic decision making refers to the situation where the 568 
probability distribution itself is unknown (under risk, the probabilities of different outcomes can 569 
be estimated; whereas under ambiguity, even these probabilities are not known). Although it has 570 
been argued that individuals’ preferences for risk and ambiguity in economic decision making 571 
are associated with different neural substrates, i.e., decision making under ambiguity does not 572 
represent a special, more complex case of risky decision making (Huettel et al., 2006, Krain et 573 
al., 2006), the LPP elicited in risky conditions (probabilities available) is found to be 574 
significantly greater than that in ambiguous conditions (probabilities unknown) (Wang et al., 575 
2015). 576 
Judging perceptually ambiguous stimuli involves multiple processes, including but not limited to 577 
stimulus representation, decision making, and motor output, and it is naturally associated with 578 
task difficulty, attention, conflict detection, and mental effort to resolve conflicts. To further 579 
dissociate these cognitive processes and provide a more specific functional role of the LPP, we 580 
conducted single-trial correlation analyses and regression analyses. We found that the LPP was 581 
strongly coupled with response latency and confidence and could well predict response latency 582 
and confidence. Notably, this was the case even when stimulus ambiguity was regressed out, 583 
suggesting that the LPP was associated with decisions but not stimulus representation. This is in 584 
line with previous reports (O'Connell et al., 2012, Sun et al., 2017), but we here extended the 585 
findings using a variety of perceptually ambiguous stimuli. Therefore, our present results have 586 
provided not only a further link between stimulus ambiguity, behavioral response, and the LPP, 587 
but also a more specific functional role of the LPP: this general ambiguity signature reflects 588 
decisions and responses when encoding various perceptual ambiguity. This ambiguity signature 589 
may thus index the difficulty in forming judgment and the mental effort to resolve conflict, but 590 
not merely representation of stimulus ambiguity or conflict detection. Moreover, this ambiguity 591 
signature may play an important role in generating the RT and confidence rating as we observed, 592 
consistent the the origin of the LPP from the cingulate cortex (Yoder and Decety, 2014, Sun et 593 
al., 2017), which plays a critical role in cognitive control, detecting performance errors, and 594 
conflict monitoring (Cole et al., 2009, Alexander and Brown, 2010, Shackman et al., 2011, Sheth 595 
et al., 2012, Shenhav et al., 2013). Lastly, ambiguity and confidence are two closely related 596 
variables that signal meta-information about decisions: ambiguity is based on the objective 597 
discriminability of the stimulus whereas confidence is based on the subjective judgment of the 598 
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discriminability. Therefore, it is likely that the LPP is a general ambiguity signal that provides 599 
the underlying information necessary to judge the confidence in decisions, consistent with the 600 
idea that confidence judgment is a direct consequence of assessment of uncertainty (Kepecs and 601 
Mainen, 2012). 602 
It is worth noting that task difficulty, attention, and RT are all intercorrelated to some extent, and 603 
examining unease/anxiety caused by ambiguity in decisions will be a clear future direction. 604 
However, our data argued against a simple role of attention because the stimulus should be 605 
equally attended when asking for a judgment of it; in particular, we observed similar results for a 606 
variety of stimuli across experiments. It has been shown that a larger LPP is associated with a 607 
shorter RT and thus an easier task, suggesting that the LPP reflects task difficulty (Kelly and 608 
O'Connell, 2013). When stimulus ambiguity was task-relevant, we observed a similar coupling 609 
between the LPP and RT, which in turn indicated that the LPP reflected decision conflicts and 610 
mental effort to resolve such conflicts. However, notably, our experiments using identical stimuli 611 
but task instructions with different levels of ambiguity showed that although RT became longer 612 
with increasing task difficulty (Fig. 3R; also see direct ratings of task difficulty in Fig. 4E-H), 613 
the LPP did not decrease as a function of increasing task difficulty (Fig. 3T, U), suggesting that 614 
the LPP does not play a simple role in encoding task difficulty associated with ambiguity and 615 
attention thereof. 616 
One important aspect of the present study is to investigate context dependency of the LPP in 617 
coding perceptual ambiguity. We showed that the LPP was modulated by task instructions and 618 
responded more strongly when the task was ambiguous in nature, demonstrating the dependency 619 
of the LPP on the context (e.g., task to perform) and the interaction between stimulus ambiguity 620 
and task ambiguity. This is consistent with our previous finding that the LPP is generated only 621 
when the decisions involve choices about perceptual categories that are ambiguous, but not for 622 
choices involving the same stimuli but on a dimension that is unambiguous (e.g., judging 623 
whether the stimulus in Experiment 2 and 3 is a face or animal) (Sun et al., 2017). Furthermore, 624 
as shown above, using task instructions with different levels of ambiguity revealed a dissociation 625 
between the LPP’s role in coding stimulus-driven and task-driven ambiguity and task difficulty, 626 
and the coupling between the LPP and RT was also dependent on task instructions. 627 
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Uncertainty is critical in how stimulus information guides choice, and optimal decision-making 628 
requires continuous processing of ambiguity and uncertainty. Primate electrophysiology and 629 
human functional neuroimaging have revealed a distributed neural network encoding ambiguity 630 
and uncertainty, including the amygdala (Brand et al., 2007, Herry et al., 2007, Belova et al., 631 
2008, Bermudez and Schultz, 2010, Wang et al., 2017), dopamine neurons of the ventral 632 
midbrain (Fiorillo et al., 2003), and the medial prefrontal cortex (Jenkins and Mitchell, 2010, 633 
Levy et al., 2010). In particular, prior studies have suggested that the LPP arises from brain 634 
regions including the dACC, vACC, PCC, and insula (Liu et al., 2012, Peng et al., 2012, Yoder 635 
and Decety, 2014, Sun et al., 2017) (also see (Weinberg et al., 2013)). Human neuroimaging 636 
studies further supported these regions in ambiguity coding: ambiguous emotional faces relative 637 
to unambiguous emotional faces activate regions including the dACC, dlPFC, and IPL (Simmons 638 
et al., 2006), contrast between ambiguous and clear facial expressions induces activation in the 639 
dACC, dmPFC and IFG (Nomura et al., 2003), the vACC integrates confidence in judgment (De 640 
Martino et al., 2013, Lebreton et al., 2015), and intolerance of emotion ambiguity correlates with 641 
insula activation (Simmons et al., 2008). Together, these findings suggest that our brain has 642 
specific neural systems that process ambiguity and uncertainty. Our present results further reveal 643 
a common neural signature that encodes the general perceptual ambiguity and uncertainty, and 644 
represent an important first step towards a neural explanation for complex human perceptual 645 
decision making. 646 
  647 
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Figure Legends 648 
Fig. 1. Experiment 1. (A) Task. A face was presented for 1 second followed by a question asking 649 
subjects to identify the facial emotion (fearful or happy). Faces are not shown to scale. (B) 650 
Sample stimuli of one female identity ranging from 0% fear/100% happy to 100% fear/0% 651 
happy. Three ambiguity levels (anchor, intermediate, and high) are grouped as shown above the 652 
stimuli. (C) Group average of psychometric curves showing the proportion of trials judged as 653 
fearful as a function of morph levels (ranging from 0% fearful (100% happy; on the left) to 654 
100% fearful (0% happy; on the right)). Shaded area denotes ±SEM across subjects. (D) The 655 
reaction time (RT; relative to stimulus onset) for the fear/happy decision. Subjects judged facial 656 
emotions faster for anchor faces but slower for more ambiguous faces. Error bars denote one 657 
SEM across subjects. (E) ERP at the electrode Pz differentiated ambiguity levels. Gray shaded 658 
area denotes the LPP interval. (F) Mean LPP amplitude showed a parametric modulation by 659 
stimulus ambiguity. LPP amplitudes were averaged across the entire interval (shaded area in 660 
(E)). Error bars denote one SEM across subjects. Paired t-test between adjacent levels of 661 
ambiguity: *: P<0.05, **: P<0.01, and ***: P<0.001. 662 
 663 
Fig. 2. Experiment 2 and 3. (A-D) Experiment 2: face judgment task with anger-disgust morphed 664 
emotions. (E-H) Experiment 3: animal judgment task with cat-dog morphs. (A, E) Task. A face 665 
(A) or an animal (E) was presented for 1 second followed by a question asking subjects to 666 
identify the facial emotion (angry or disgusted) (A) or animal category (cat or dog) (E). Faces 667 
and animals are not shown to scale. (B, F) Group average of psychometric curves showing the 668 
proportion of trials judged as angry (B) or dog (F) as a function of morph levels. Shaded area 669 
denotes ±SEM across subjects. (C, G) RT. Subjects judged unambiguous faces (C) or animals 670 
(G) faster than ambiguous faces or animals. Error bars denote one SEM across subjects. Paired t-671 
test between adjacent levels of ambiguity: *: P<0.05 and **: P<0.01. n.s.: not significant. (D, H) 672 
ERP at the electrode Pz differentiated ambiguity levels. Both experiments showed a larger LPP 673 
for anchors and a smaller LPP for high ambiguity, consistent with the face judgment task with 674 
fear-happy morphed emotions. Gray shaded area denotes the LPP interval (400-700ms after 675 
stimulus onset). The top magenta bars illustrate the points with significant difference across three 676 
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ambiguity levels (one-way repeated-measure ANOVA, P<0.05, corrected by FDR for Q<0.05). 677 
(I-J) Comparison between Experiment 2 and 3 on all LPP (average across all conditions). (K-L) 678 
Comparison between Experiment 2 and 3 on the difference in LPP (anchor minus high). (I, K) 679 
ERP. Shaded areas denote ±SEM across subjects. Gray shaded area denotes the LPP interval. 680 
The top magenta bars illustrate the points with significant difference between the two tasks 681 
(paired t-test, P<0.05, corrected by FDR for Q<0.05). There was no significant difference in the 682 
LPP between the two tasks for both all LPP (I) and the difference in LPP (K), although the 683 
animal task had more negative ERP around 200ms for all LPP (I). (J, L) Mean LPP amplitude. 684 
LPP amplitudes were averaged across the entire interval (400-700ms after stimulus onset). Error 685 
bars denote one SEM across subjects. There was no significant difference between the two tasks 686 
for both all LPP (J) (paired t-test, P=0.45) and the difference in LPP (L) (P=0.41). 687 
 688 
Fig. 3. Experiment 4-6. (A-E) Experiment 4: gender judgment task. (F-J) Experiment 5: emotion 689 
judgment task. (K-O) Experiment 6: wealth judgment task. (A, F, K) Task. A question prompt 690 
was presented for 500ms, followed by the stimulus. Subjects were instructed to respond as 691 
quickly as possible, and the stimulus stayed on the screen until subjects responded. (B, G, L) 692 
Confidence ratings (CR). Confidence ratings systematically varied as a function of stimulus 693 
ambiguity for the emotion judgment task but not for the gender judgment task nor wealth 694 
judgment task. (C, H, M) RT. RT can be considered as an implicit measure of confidence, and 695 
had a similar pattern as confidence ratings. (D, I, N) ERP at the electrode Pz. Gray shaded area 696 
denotes the LPP interval. (E, J, O) Mean LPP amplitude. Error bars denote one SEM across 697 
subjects. Paired t-test between adjacent levels of ambiguity: +: P<0.1, *: P<0.05, **: P<0.01, and 698 
***: P<0.001. n.s.: not significant. (P) Mean confidence rating for each experiment. (Q) 699 
Difference in confidence rating between anchor and high ambiguity stimuli for each experiment. 700 
(R) Mean RT for each experiment. (S) Difference in RT between anchor and high ambiguity 701 
stimuli for each experiment. (T) Mean LPP averaged across all conditions for each experiment. 702 
(U) Difference in LPP between anchor and high ambiguity stimuli for each experiment. Error 703 
bars denote one SEM across subjects. Paired t-test between subjects: +: P<0.1, *: P<0.05, **: 704 
P<0.01, and ***: P<0.001. n.s.: not significant. 705 
 706 
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Fig. 4. Direct behavioral ratings of stimulus ambiguity and judgment difficulty. (A-E) Ratings of 707 
stimulus ambiguity. Twenty-one raters rated the ambiguity of stimulus on a 1-10 scale. (A) 708 
Gender judgment task. For each stimulus, raters were asked “how ambiguous is it to judge the 709 
gender of this face model?”. We first averaged across stimuli for each ambiguity level within 710 
each subject and then averaged across subjects. Error bars denote one SEM across raters. (B) 711 
Emotion judgment task. Raters were asked “how ambiguous is it to judge the emotion of this 712 
face model?”. (C) Wealth judgment task. Raters were asked “how ambiguous is it to judge the 713 
wealth of this face model?”. (D) Mean ratings across tasks. (E) Difference in ratings between 714 
anchor and high ambiguity stimuli. (F-J) Ratings of judgment difficulty. The same raters rated 715 
the judgment difficulty on a 1-10 scale. (F) Gender judgment task. Raters were asked “how 716 
difficult is it to judge the gender of this face model?”. (G) Emotion judgment task. Raters were 717 
asked “how difficult is it to judge the emotion of this face model?”. (H) Wealth judgment task. 718 
Raters were asked “how difficult is it to judge the wealth of this face model?”. (I) Mean ratings 719 
across tasks. (J) Difference in ratings between anchor and high ambiguity stimuli. Paired t-test 720 
between adjacent levels of ambiguity: +: P<0.1, *: P<0.05, **: P<0.01, ***: P<0.001, and n.s.: 721 
not significant. 722 
 723 
Fig. 5. Eye movement comparisons across ambiguity levels in Experiment 1. (A) Fixation 724 
density maps to quantify eye movements for each ambiguity level. Each map shows the 725 
probability of fixating a given location within a 1 second period after stimulus onset. The scale 726 
bar (color bar) is common for all plots (arbitrary units). The ROIs (eye, mouth, center) used for 727 
analysis are shown in red (not shown to subjects). (B) Percentage of fixation density in each 728 
ROI. (C) Total fixation duration in each ROI. (D) Percentage of the number of fixations in each 729 
ROI. (E) Average fixation duration in each ROI. (F) Latency of the first fixation onto each ROI. 730 
Error bars denote one SEM across subjects. 731 

 732 
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